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Cryptography, the science of secret writing, is the biggest, baddest security tool in the application
programmer's arsenal. Cryptography provides three services that are crucial in secure programming.
These include a cryptographic cipher that protects the secrecy of your data; cryptographic certificates,
which prove identity (authentication); and digital signatures, which ensure your data has not been
damaged or tampered with.

This book covers cryptographic programming in Java. Java 1.1 and Java 1.2 provide extensive support
for cryptography with an elegant architecture, the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA). Another set
of classes, the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE), provides additional cryptographic functionality.
This book covers the JCA and the JCE from top to bottom, describing the use of the cryptographic
classes as well as their innards.

The book is designed for moderately experienced Java programmers who want to learn how to build
cryptography into their applications. No prior knowledge of cryptography is assumed. The book is
peppered with useful examples, ranging from simple demonstrations in the first chapter to full-blown
applications in later chapters.
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Determining Health ExpectanciesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Health expectancies were developed to address the important question of whether or not we are exchanging longer life for poorer health - replacing quality by quantity.

	Health expectancies extend the concept of life expectancy to morbidity and disability by providing a means of dividing life expectancy into life spent in various states...
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Python Data Structures and Algorithms: Improve application performance with graphs, stacks, and queuesPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Implement classic and functional data structures and algorithms using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			A step by step guide, which will provide you with a thorough discussion on the analysis and design of fundamental Python data structures.
	
			Get a better understanding of advanced Python...
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51 High-Tech Practical Jokes for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Give your friends and family the shock of their lives! 51 High-Tech Practical Jokes for the Evil Genius has everything you need to pull devastatingly funny (and safe!) technical pranks. From the “evasive beeping thing” to “rats in the walls” to the “rigged lie detector,” you’ll find a plethora of...
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Public Speaking and Presentations DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Take the mystery out of effective, fear-free public speaking

This latest book in the Demystified series takes the    confusion out of preparing for and delivering speeches    and presentations. Public Speaking and Presentations    Demystified walks you step-by-step through the fundamentals    of the subject and provides you...
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Excel for Starters: Exactly What You Need to Get Started (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
The dominant spreadsheet program and one of the most widely used software applications in the world, Microsoft Excel is unbelievably powerful--and can be downright intimidating. If you're new to Excel or among the many existing Excel users who are dazed and confused by all that the program can do (and by how little it has...
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Microsoft Windows Internals, Fourth Edition: Microsoft Windows Server(TM) 2003, Windows XP, and Windows 2000 (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2004
The premier guide to the Windows kernel now covers Windows Server 2003, Windows  XP, and Windows 2000, including 64-bit extensions. Get the architectural  perspectives and insider insights needed to unlock the power of Windows.

The classic, in-depth developer's guide to the Windows kernel now covers Windows .NET Server 2003, Windows XP,...
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